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Abstract—Overlay routing is a very attractive scheme that al-
lows improving certain properties of the routing (such as delay or
TCP throughput) without the need to change the standards of the
current underlying routing. However, deploying overlay routing
requires the placement and maintenance of overlay infrastructure.
This gives rise to the following optimization problem: Find a min-
imal set of overlay nodes such that the required routing properties
are satisfied. In this paper, we rigorously study this optimization
problem. We show that it is NP-hard and derive a nontrivial ap-
proximation algorithm for it, where the approximation ratio de-
pends on specific properties of the problem at hand. We examine
the practical aspects of the scheme by evaluating the gain one can
get over several real scenarios. The first one is BGP routing, and
we show, using up-to-date data reflecting the current BGP routing
policy in the Internet, that a relative small number of less than 100
relay servers is sufficient to enable routing over shortest paths from
a single source to all autonomous systems (ASs), reducing the av-
erage path length of inflated paths by 40%. We also demonstrate
that the scheme is very useful for TCP performance improvement
(results in an almost optimal placement of overlay nodes) and for
Voice-over-IP (VoIP) applications where a small number of overlay
nodes can significantly reduce the maximal peer-to-peer delay.

Index Terms— Overlay network, resource allocation.

I. INTRODUCTION

O VERLAY routing has been proposed in recent years as
an effective way to achieve certain routing properties,

without going into the long and tedious process of standard-
ization and global deployment of a new routing protocol. For
example, in [1], overlay routing was used to improve TCP per-
formance over the Internet, where the main idea is to break
the end-to-end feedback loop into smaller loops. This requires
that nodes capable of performing TCP Piping would be present
along the route at relatively small distances. Other examples for
the use of overlay routing are projects like RON [2] and De-
tour [3], where overlay routing is used to improve reliability.
Yet another example is the concept of the “Global-ISP” para-
digm introduced in [4], where an overlay node is used to reduce
latency in BGP routing.
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In order to deploy overlay routing over the actual physical in-
frastructure, one needs to deploy and manage overlay nodes that
will have the new extra functionality. This comeswith a nonneg-
ligible cost both in terms of capital and operating costs. Thus,
it is important to study the benefit one gets from improving the
routing metric against this cost.
In this paper, we concentrate on this point and study the

minimum number of infrastructure nodes that need to be added
in order to maintain a specific property in the overlay routing. In
the shortest-path routing over the Internet BGP-based routing
example, this question is mapped to: What is the minimum
number of relay nodes that are needed in order to make the
routing between a group of autonomous systems (ASs) use
the underlying shortest path between them? In the TCP per-
formance example, this may translate to: What is the minimal
number of relay nodes needed in order to make sure that for
each TCP connection, there is a path between the connection
endpoints for which every predefined round-trip time (RTT),
there is an overlay node capable of TCP Piping?
Regardless of the specific implication in mind, we define a

general optimization problem called the Overlay Routing Re-
source Allocation (ORRA) problem and study its complexity.
It turns out that the problem is NP-hard, and we present a non-
trivial approximation algorithm for it.
Note that if we are only interested in improving routing prop-

erties between a single source node and a single destination,
then the problem is not complicated, and finding the optimal
number of nodes becomes trivial since the potential candidate
for overlay placement is small, and in general any assignment
would be good. However, when we consider one-to-many or
many-to-many scenarios, then a single overlay node may affect
the path property of many paths, and thus choosing the best lo-
cations becomes much less trivial.
We test our general algorithm in three specific such cases,

where we have a large set of source–destination pairs, and the
goal is to find a minimal set of locations, such that using overlay
nodes in these locations allows to create routes (routes are either
underlay routes or routes that use these new relay nodes) such
that a certain routing property is satisfied.
The first scenario we consider is AS-level BGP routing,

where the goal is to find a minimal number of relay node
locations that can allow shortest-path routing between the
source–destination pairs. Recall that routing in BGP is
policy-based and depends on the business relationship be-
tween peering ASs, and as a result, a considerable fraction of
the paths in the Internet do not go along a shortest path (see [5]).
This phenomenon, called path inflation, is the motivation for
this scenario. We consider a one-to-many setting where we
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want to improve routing between a single source and many
destinations. This is the case where the algorithm power is
most significant since, in the many-to-many setting, there is
very little overlap between shortest paths, and thus not much
improvement can be made over a basic greedy approach.1

We demonstrate, using real up-to-date Internet data, that the
algorithm can suggest a relatively small set of relay nodes that
can significantly reduce latency in current BGP routing.
The second scenario we consider is the TPC improvement ex-

ample discussed above. In this case, we test the algorithm on a
synthetic randomgraph, andwe show that the general framework
can be applied also to this case, resulting in very close-to-optimal
results.
The third scenario addresses overlayVoice-over-IP (VoIP) ap-

plications such as Skype (http://www.skype.com), Google Talk
(http://www.google.com/talk/), andothers.Suchapplicationsare
becoming more andmore popular offering IP telephone services
for free,but theyneedaboundedend-to-enddelay (or latency)be-
tween any pair of users to maintain a reasonable service quality.
We show that our scheme can be very useful also in this case,
allowingapplications to choosea smaller numberofhubs, yet im-
proving performance formanyusers.
Note that the algorithmic model we use assumes a full knowl-

edge of the underlying topology, the desired routing scheme,
and the locations of the required endpoints. In general, the algo-
rithm is used by the entity that needs the routing improvement
and carries the cost of establishing and maintaining overlay
nodes, using the best available topology information. For ex-
ample, in the VoIP case, the VoIP application is establishing the
overlay nodes, and thus the application can gain by using our
approach.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows.
• We develop a general algorithmic framework that can be
used in order to deal with efficient resource allocation in
overlay routing.

• We develop a nontrivial approximation algorithm and
prove its properties.

• We demonstrate the actual benefit one can gain from using
our scheme in three practical scenarios, namely BPG
routing, TCP improvement, and VoIP applications.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. After reviewing,
in Section II, the motivation for overlay routing and the different
approaches studied so far, in Section III we formally define the
OverlayRoutingResourceAllocationProblem,and inSectionIV
we study the complexity of the problem. In particular, we show
that the decision version is NP-hard, and we present an approxi-
mation algorithm for the problem. In SectionV,we consider sev-
eral practical case studies and examine the performance of the
algorithm in these scenarios.Finally,wesummarizeourworkand
present someconclusions inSectionVI.

II. RELATED WORK

Using overlay routing to improve network performance is
motivated by many works that studied the inefficiency of vari-

1This phenomenon is due to the fact that we want shortest paths. When we
consider different metrics, for example bounded delay (as discussed in the third
scenario), this affect is much smaller, and the gain in the many-to-many case is
also significant.

eties of networking architectures and applications. Analyzing a
large set of data, Savage et al. [6] explore the question: How
“good” is Internet routing from a user’s perspective consid-
ering round-trip time, packet loss rate, and bandwidth? They
showed that in 30%–80% of the cases, there is an alternate
routing path with better quality compared to the default routing
path. In [7] and later in [1], the authors show that TCP perfor-
mance is strictly affected by the RTT. Thus, breaking a TCP con-
nection into low-latency subconnections improves the overall
connection performance. In [5], [8], and [9], the authors show
that in many cases, routing paths in the Internet are inflated, and
the actual length (in hops) of routing paths between clients is
longer than the minimum hop distance between them.
Using overlay routing to improve routing and network per-

formance has been studied before in several works. In [3], the
authors studied the routing inefficiency in the Internet and used
an overlay routing in order to evaluate and study experimental
techniques improving the network over the real environment.
While the concept of using overlay routing to improve routing
scheme was presented in this work, it did not deal with the de-
ployment aspects and the optimization aspect of such infrastruc-
ture. A resilient overlay network (RON), which is an architec-
ture for application-layer overlay routing to be used on top of
the existing Internet routing infrastructure, has been presented
in [2]. Similar to our work, the main goal of this architecture is
to replace the existing routing scheme, if necessary, using the
overlay infrastructure. This work mainly focuses on the overlay
infrastructure (monitoring and detecting routing problems, and
maintaining the overlay system), and it does not consider the
cost associated with the deployment of such system.
In [10], the authors study the relay placement problem, in

which relay nodes should be placed in an intradomain net-
work. An overlay path, in this case, is a path that consists of two
shortest paths, one from the source to a relay node and the other
from the relay node to the destination. The objective function in
this work is to find, for each source–destination pair, an overlay
path that is maximally disjoint from the default shortest path.
This problem is motivated by the request to increase the robust-
ness of the network in case of router failures. In [11], the authors
introduce a routing strategy, which replaces the shortest-path
routing, that routes traffic to a destination via predetermined in-
termediate nodes in order to avoid network congestion under
high traffic variability.
Roy et al. [12] were the first to actually study the cost as-

sociated with the deployment of overlay routing infrastructure.
Considering two main cases, resilient routing, and TCP perfor-
mance, they formulate the intermediate node placement as an
optimization problem, where the objective is to place a given
number intermediate nodes in order to optimize the overlay
routing, and suggested several heuristic algorithms for each ap-
plication. Following this line of work, we study this resource
allocation problem in this paper as a general framework that is
not tied to a specific application, but can be used by any overlay
scheme. Moreover, unlike heuristic algorithms, the approxima-
tion placement algorithm presented in our work, capturing any
overlay scheme, ensures that the deployment cost is bounded
within the algorithm approximation ratio.
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Node placement problems have been studied before in dif-
ferent contexts in many works, consideringWeb cache and Web
server placement (see, e.g., [13] and [14]). However, as stated
in [12], overlay node placement is fundamentally different from
these placement problems where the objective is to improve the
routing using a different routing scheme rather than pushing the
content close to the clients.

III. MODEL AND PROBLEM DEFINITION

Given a graph describing a network, let be the
set of routing paths that is derived from the underlying routing
scheme, and let be the set of routing paths that is derived from
the overlaying routing scheme (we refer to each path in and
in as the underlying and overlaying path sets, respectively).2

Note that both and can be defined explicitly as a set of
paths, or implicitly, e.g., as the set of shortest paths with respect
to a weight function over the edges. Given a
pair of vertices , , denote by the set of overlay
paths between and , namely , and , the
endpoints of are and .
Definition 3.1: Given a graph , a pair of vertices
, a set of underlay paths , a set of overlay paths , and

a set of vertices . We say that covers if
such that is a concatenation of one or more underlying paths,
and the endpoints of each one of these underlay paths are in

.
Intuitively speaking, the set of vertices , also called relay

nodes, is used to perform overlay routing, from sources to des-
tinations such that packets can be routed from one relay node
to another using underlay paths. The Overlay Routing Resource
Allocation (ORRA) problem is defined as follows:
Definition 3.2: Given a graph , a set of

source–destination pairs
(where ), a set of underlay paths , and a set of
overlay paths , find a subset of vertices such that

, covers .
Note that, in this work, we do not deal with the mechanism

and the implementation aspects required by the clients and the
relay nodes in order to utilize the system. This may be subject
for further research.
Using the assumption that single-hop paths are always in ,

the set is a trivial feasible solution to theORRA problem.
Our objective, as discussed in Section I, is to minimize the de-
ployment cost of relay nodes, thus we define the MIN-ORRA
problem
Definition 3.3: Given an instance of the ORRA problem, and

a nonnegative weight function over the vertices,
one needs to find a set such that: 1) is feasible;
and 2) the cost of is minimal among all feasible sets.
For instance, consider the graph depicted in Fig. 1, in which

the underlying routing scheme is minimum hop count, and the
overlaying routing scheme is the shortest path with respect to the
edge length. In this case, the underlay path between and is

2A practical assumption is that given paths and such that is a subpath
of (i.e., ), then implies that as well. Thus, one
can observe that every link in the graph (used in any path) is an underlying
path, otherwise this link cannot be used both in the underlying and the overlay
network, and in this case it can be removed from the graph.

Fig. 1. Overlay routing example: Deploying relay server on and enables
overlay routing.

, while the overlay path between them should
be or . Similarly,
the underlay path between and is , while
the overlay path between them should be
or . Deploying relay nodes on and
implies that packets from to can be routed through the
concatenation of the following underlay paths ,

, and , while packets from to can be
routed through the concatenation of the following underlay
paths , , and . Thus,
is a feasible solution to the corresponding ORRA problem. If all
the nodes have an equal weight (i.e., ), then
one may observe that this is also an optimal solution.
The decision version of the problem, -ORRA, is defined as

follows.
Definition 3.4: Given an instance of the ORRA problem, a

weight function over the vertices, and a positive
number , test if there is a feasible solution such that
.

IV. ON THE COMPLEXITY OF THE ORRA PROBLEM

In this section, we study the complexity of the ORRA
problem. In particular, we show that the -ORRA problem is
NP-hard, and it cannot be approximated within a factor of

(where is the minimum between the number of
pairs and the number of vertices), using an approximation
preserving reduction from the Set Cover (SC) problem [15],
[16]. We also present an -approximation algorithm where
is the number of vertices required to separate each pair with
respect to the set of overlay paths (a formal definition will be
given later in this section).
While the reduction and the hardness result hold even for

the simple case where all nodes have an equal cost (i.e., the
cost associated with a relay node deployment on each node is
equal), the approximation algorithm can be applied for an ar-
bitrary weight function, capturing the fact that the cost of de-
ploying a relay node may be different from one node to another.
Theorem 1:
1) The -ORRA problem is NP-hard.
2) The MIN-ORRA problem cannot be approximated within
a factor of for any unless

.
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Fig. 2. Example: Set Cover—ORRA reduction.

Proof: We prove the theorem using a reduction from the
SC problem [15]. First, we show that the reduction holds, and
then we show that it is an approximation preserving reduction.
Thus, the ORRA problem is hard as the minimization version of
Set Cover, and the latter cannot be approximated within a factor
of for any [16]. In the SC problem, given a
finite set , a positive number , and a set of subsets of , one
should test if there is a set of subsets such that every
element in appears at least in one set of and
(without loss of generality, we consider an instance of the Set
Cover problem, such that for each element in , there is at least
one subset in that contains this element).
Given an instance of the SC problem, i.e., a finite set , a

positive number , and a set of subsets of , we construct
an instance of the -ORRA problem as follows. For each ele-
ment in the set , we match a vertex , and for each subset

, we match a vertex . We also add another vertex ,
so we have . For
each subset , we add an edge between and if
and only if , and an edge between and . Namely,

.
The set of underlay paths consists of all the possible paths of
length one, i.e., , and the set of
overlay paths contains all the possible shortest paths between
each pair of vertices. The set of pairs with respect to the -ORRA
problem is . For example, Fig. 2 de-
picts an instance of the -ORRA problem corresponding to the
following SC instance: , and

.
According to the construction described above, vertices of

type and the vertex are connected only to vertices of
type . Thus, for each vertex , any shortest path between
and is of type , that is containing two edges.

Therefore, these paths are not in (we use the fact that every
element is covered by at least one subset, thus there is at least
one path between any vertex of type and ). Moreover, the
path exists if and only if . Now we show
that the reduction holds, namely there is a subset such
that and covers if and only if there is a solution
to the corresponding -ORRA instance.
Given a solution , , to a SC

instance, we show that is a solution
to the corresponding -ORRA instance. For each pair
, is covered by , namely , . Since

, then can reach using the concatenation of the fol-
lowing underlay paths . Thus, is a feasible
solution to theORRA instance and . On the other
hand, let us assume that there is a solution to the -ORRA in-
stance . Namely, for each pair , there
is a relay node such that . Thus, the set

covers the set of elements , and the size of
this set is lower or equal to .
It is left to show that the reduction is an approximation-pre-

serving reduction. Given an instance to the minimization
version of the SC problem, denote by its optimal
solution. Let be the corresponding ORRA instance (i.e.,

is constructed using the recursion described above), and
denote by its optimal solution. As shown
above, any solution to induces a solu-
tion to . Thus,

. On the other hand, given a solution to
, as showed is a solution to ,

and (the same proof holds for the weighted ver-
sions of the problem, using the following assignment

).
We now turn to describe our approximation algorithm. Given

an instance of the ORRA problem and a nonfeasible set of relay
nodes , consider a single pair of vertices that is
not covered by (if such a pair does not exist, then based on
Definition 3.2, is a feasible solution). We denote by Overlay
Vertex Cut a set of vertices such that and every
set of vertices that covers contains at least one vertex
from (such a trivial set is ). An Overlay Vertex Cut
is called minimal if , the set is not a Overlay
Vertex Cut. Finding a nontrivial Overlay Vertex Cut (and a
minimal Overlay Vertex Cut) is a nontrivial task in general, and
the size of the cut depends both on the underlay and the overlay
routing schemes. Nevertheless, in common packet switches,
routing schemes where the underlay routing is based on local
policy (e.g., shortest path, minimum latency, BGP routing
policy, maximum bandwidth, path reliability, etc.), finding
such a cut is much easier and in it can be reduced to finding a
Vertex Cut. This process is explained in detail in Section IV-A,
demonstrated in Section V over several practical case studies
where other scenarios can be dealt in a similar way.
Next, we present an approximation algorithm to the MIN-

ORRA problem. The algorithm uses the Overlay Vertex Cut de-
fined above and is based on the Local-Ration Theorem [17].
Theorem 2: (Local Ratio): Given an instance of the MIN-

ORRA problem and a feasible solution . Let and be
weight functions such that . If is -approximate
with respect to and , then is also -approximate with
respect to .
The recursive algorithm ,

shown at the top of the next page, receives an instance of the
ORRA problem (a graph , a nonnegative weight function
over the vertices, a set of underlay and overlay paths and ,
respectively) and a set of relay nodes and returns a feasible
solution to the problem. The set of relay nodes in the first call is
empty (i.e., ).
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Algorithm

1. , if then
2. If is a feasible solution returns
3. Find a pair not covered by
4. Find a (minimal) Overlay Vertex Cut
with respect to

5. Set

6. Set
otherwise

7. set
8.
9. if is a feasible solution then set

10. Returns

At each iteration, the algorithm picks vertices with weight
that is equal to zero until a feasible set is obtained (steps 1 and 2
of the algorithm). Thus, since at each iteration at least one vertex
gets a weight that is equal to zero with respect to (steps 5–7),
then in the worst case the algorithm stops after iterations
and returns a feasible set. In Step 9, unnecessary vertices are
removed from the solution, in order to reduce its cost. While
this step may improve the actual performance of the algorithm,
it is not required in the approximation analysis below and may
be omitted in the implementation.
Lemma 1: Denote by the size of the maximum minimal

Overlay Vertex Cutwith respect to a given instance of theORRA
problem. Algorithm ORRA is an -approximation algorithm,
namely , where an optimal solution cor-
responding to the MIN-ORRA problem.

Proof: The proof is obtained by induction on the recur-
sion steps. At the induction base (steps 1 and 2), the cost of the
solution is zero, which is an optimal solution. For the induc-
tion step, we assume that in Step 8, the algorithm returns an
-approximate feasible solution with respect to . Since
is an Overlay Vertex Cut with respect to , con-

tains at least one vertex in , so . On the other
hand, in the worst case, contains all the vertices in the cut
so . Thus, is -approximate with respect to

as well. Since (Step 7), then according to
the Local Ratio Theorem 2, is -approximate with respect to
.
Based on the same algorithm, using a less flexible analysis,

we can improve the approximation ratio to be the weighted av-
erage of the cuts found by the algorithm instead of the maximum
cut. Denote by the size of the cut found by the algorithm in
the th iteration, and by the weight associated with this cut
(Step 5 in the algorithm). While the cost paid by the retrieved
solution in each iteration is , any solution should pay
at least . Thus

and

Denote by the weighted average cut, and
we get

In the unweighted version of the problem, when all the nodes
have equal cost, the approximation ratio of the algorithm is
simply the average cut found in each iteration.
While the size of the maximum minimal Overlay Vertex

Cut depends on many parameters (graph structure, number
of overlay paths, etc.), in practical scenarios (discussed and
examined in the next sections) this number is relatively small
and it is not affected by the path length or by the number of
pairs.

A. Finding Overlay Vertex Cut

While finding a minimal Overlay Vertex Cut required by the
algorithm presented above seems like a nontrivial task in the
general case, in turns out that when the overlay routing is given
explicitly, it is simple as finding a minimal vertex cut. This is
done by building a graph such that a vertex cut
in represents an Overlay Vertex Cut in the original graph .
Let be a set of relay nodes in a graph ,

and let be the set of underlay paths in . We define to
be the closer of under concatenation in vertices that belong
to , that is: is in if and only if there exists
a sequence such that for all

, the paths , and are in
, and for each , the path is

in .
Now, given a set of overlay paths that connects a pair

of vertices and , define to be the set of subpaths of
, that belongs to .
We define a new graph derived from as

follows. Let be a subset of all the vertices in located
on an overlay path between and , and an edge is in
if and only if there is a path from to that is in .
Lemma 2: A set of vertices that is a vertex cut in is

an Overlay Vertex Cut in .
Proof: If is not an Overlay Vertex Cut in (with

respect to and ), then there is an overlay path between
and that can be presented by a set of underlay paths

(where , and
) in such that , . Each underlay path

is in , and thus the edge is in
. Thus, the set of vertices is a path in ,

and therefore is not a vertex cut in .
In general, the other direction is not true, that is, there may

be cases where an Overlay Vertex Cut in is not a vertex
cut in . However, if the routing metric used by the overlay
routing scheme has the property that the concatenation of two
legal paths is also a legal path (this is the case if the overlay
routing scheme is additive, concave, or multiplicative), which
is commonly the case in many interesting scenrios, then we can
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Fig. 3. Example: Finding an overlay cut.

indeed show that any Overlay Vertex Cut in is also a vertex
cut in .
Lemma 3: If every path between and that can be repre-

sented as a concatenation of paths in is an overlay path,
then any set of vertices that is an overlay Vertex Cut in is
also a vertex cut in .

Proof: If is not a vertex cut in , then there is at least
one path (where , and ) in
such that , . Since any edge in
indicates that there is a path between and in ,
the path is indeed a concatenation of paths in , and
thus it is an overlay path not covered by , and hence is not
an Overlay Vertex Cut in .
Consider, for example, the network topology depicted in

Fig. 1. The set of overlay paths connecting and is

and the derived graph with respect to is de-
picted in Fig. 3. In this case, the set of vertices is a
cut in (with respect to and ). Therefore, according to
Lemma 2, this set is an overlay cut in (with respect to and
, and ).

V. CASE STUDY AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we examine the actual use and the resulting
performance of theORRA algorithm in three practical scenarios.

A. BGP Routing Scheme

BGP is a policy-based interdomain routing protocol that
is used to determine the routing paths between autonomous
systems in the Internet [18]. In practice, each AS is an inde-
pendent business entity, and the BGP routing policy reflects
the commercial relationships between connected ASs. A cus-
tomer–provider relationship between ASs means that one AS
(the customer) pays another AS (the provider) for Internet
connectivity, a peer–peer relationship between ASs means
that they have mutual agreement to serve their customers,

Fig. 4. BGP path inflation: The shortest valid path between AS6 and AS4 is
longer than the shortest physical path between them.

while a sibling–sibling relationship means that they have mu-
tual-transit agreement (i.e., serving both their customers and
providers) [19], [20]. These business relationships between
ASs induce a BGP export policy in which an AS usually does
not export its providers and peers routes to other providers and
peers [19], [20]. In [21] and [22], the authors showed that this
route export policy indicates that routing paths do not contain
so-called valleys nor steps. In other words, after traversing a
provider–customer or a peer–peer link, a path cannot traverse a
customer–provider or a peer-peer link. This routing policy may
cause, among other things, that data packets will not be routed
along the shortest path. For instance, consider the AS topology
graph depicted in Fig. 4. In this example, a vertex represents
an AS, and an edge represents a peering relationship between
ASs. While the length of the physical shortest path between
AS6 and AS4 is two (using the path AS6, AS7, AS4), this is
not a valid routing path since it traverses a valley. In this case,
the length of the shortest valid routing path is five (using the
path AS6, AS5, AS1, AS2, AS3, AS4). In practice, using real
data gathered from 41 BGP routing tables, Gao and Wand [5]
showed that about 20% of AS routing paths are longer than the
shortest AS physical paths.
While routing policy is a fundamental and important feature

of BGP, some application may require to route data using the
shortest physical paths.3 In this case, using overlay routing, one
can perform routing via shortest paths despite the policy. In this
case, relay nodes should be deployed on servers located in cer-
tain carefully chosen ASs.
Considering such a scenario, the corresponding ORRA in-

stance consists of the AS topology graph , the set of valid
routing paths derived from the BGP routing algorithm, which is
the underlay paths , and the set of shortest physical paths that
is the overlay paths . The set of source–destination pairs may
be different from one instance to another, and it may include

3Note that the routing path includes routing between ASs and also routing
inside each AS on the paths. Thus, the actual distance between pairs of entities
cannot be simply derived from the length of the BGP routing path. Nevertheless,
in many cases, intradomain routing is much faster than interdomain routing, and
therefore its length is a strong indication regarding the total path latency.
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one-to-many, many-to-many, or a combination thereof. As dis-
cussed in Section IV-A, the fact that the overlay routing scheme
is the set of the shortest physical paths simplifies the execution
of the algorithm presented in Section IV, and finding a minimal
Overlay Vertex Cut required in Step 4 of the algorithm becomes
less complex as finding a Vertex Cut separating two nodes. For
this purpose, theORRA instance should be transformed to a new
one in the following way. The new instance consists of a graph

, in which the set of vertices (their weight and the
set of pairs) is identical to the original graph. The set of edged
is constructed as follows: if and only if there is an
underlay path between and .4 The length of the edge
is equal to the number of hops of the corresponding underlay
path. The set of underlay paths in the new instance composed
of all the paths containing a single edge, and the set of overlay
paths is the set of shortest paths with respect to the edge length.
One can observe that both instances are identical in the sense
that every feasible solution in the base instance induces a fea-
sible solution (with the same cost) in the transformed instance
(and vice versa). The fact that in the transformed instance, each
underlay path consists of a single edge, implies that all the ver-
tices in an overlay path must act as relay nodes. Thus, finding
a minimal Overlay Vertex Cut with respect to is trivial as
finding a minimal Vertex Cut between and in the graph that
contains the union of shortest paths between them.
1) Experimental Evaluation: We examine this scenario

using real Internet data gathered during 2010 from the Route
Views project [23], the Internet Routing Registry (IRR) [24],
and the DIMES project [25], [26]. The Route Views database
consists of about 55 BGP routing tables that are collected from
different sources on a daily basis. Each table contains a set of
valid AS paths from a single source to (almost) all other ASs
in the AS connectivity map, and it currently consists of about
35 000 ASs and over 2 000 000 routing paths. Since a single
BGP routing table contains valid paths only from its source
to the entire set of ASs, the Route Views database covers less
than 1% of all possible paths (less than 60 BGP routing tables
out of over 35 000). In order to extend the set of valid paths,
and based on the policy guidelines discussed in Section V-A,
we consider also subpaths as valid paths. For instance, if the
path is a valid path, the following
subpaths

are added to the set of valid paths as
well. In practice, in some cases the length of a subpath between
a pair of ASs, derived from a valid path, may be longer (and
rarely shorter) than the real shortest valid path between this pair.
Nevertheless, in most cases the length of a subpath between a
pair of ASs indicates the actual length of the path. In addition,
although BGP paths are directed, we take into account the
reverse path. For example, if the path
is a valid path (or subpath), we assume that the following path

is a valid path as well.
The IRR is a union of worldwide routing policy databases

that use the Routing Policy Specification Language (RPSL) [27]

4Note that due to BGP routing policy, there may be more than one path be-
tween a pair of ASs. In such cases, we should select the path according to the
location of the relay node in the AS, or represent a single AS by more than one
vertex.

Fig. 5. Average path length versus number of relay nodes, BGP scenario. Each
line represents a single BGP source.

and contains, among other things, the local connectivity of the
registered ASs. As studied in [28], due to the BGP routing
policy, many of the links found in the IRR were not discovered
by the Route Views database, and they may be used to improve
the overlay routing. Another source of data is the DIMES
project that samples the Internet using distributed agents
located at thousands of hosts around the world, performing
periodic traceroute to a set of IP addresses. Similar to the IRR
database, the links found by the DIMES project may be utilized
by the overlay routing scheme. Note that while these added
links are part of , they are not used to generate underlay
paths of length greater than one. The only longer paths in
are the ones described in Route Views and their subpaths. For
this reason, it is important to carefully choose the source–des-
tination pairs for our experiments such that at least one of the
nodes in each pair is one of the BGP sources contributing to
the Route Views database.
Overall, we have collected about 120 000 links and 3 500 000

valid routing paths connecting 35 000 ASs, and we executed the
algorithm over a set consisting of a single source and all other
ASs as destinations. This set of pairs, containing 35 000 pairs,
represents a global server that wishes to improve its service to
the entire Internet. We ran the algorithm 12 separate times, in
each run we had a single randomly selected source (out of the
55 covered by the Route View database), and we determined
the set of relay nodes required to perform shortest-path overlay
routing from the selected source to the rest of the ASs.
On average, 50% of the routing paths (17 500 out of 35 000)

were inflated in each iteration, and a set of 900 relay nodes was
required to reduce their average path length by 40% from 3.8
to 2.5 (this is the maximal possible reduction). As discussed in
Section IV, the efficiency of the algorithm is derived from the
vertex cut size found in each iteration. On average, the size of
the vertex cut found by the algorithm in this scenario was 1.5, in-
dicating that the approximation ratio obtained by the algorithm
is at worst 1.5.
While on average, a set of 900 relay nodes is required in order

to obtain the maximal improvement, in many cases, one may
consider to deploy fewer nodes in exchange for overall improve-
ment. Fig. 5 depicts the average path length and the contribu-
tion portion of the relay nodes, arranged in the order they have
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Fig. 6. Percent of the improvement versus number of relay nodes, BGP sce-
nario. Each line represents a single BGP source.

been found by the algorithm. As explained before, each of the
12 lines represents a different source AS. As can be expected,
the first relay nodes are more effective since a single relay node
can reduce the length of many paths. However, as the algorithm
progresses, relays are put in less attractive nodes that affect only
a small number of destinations. An interesting characteristic of
our algorithm is demonstrated by the purple line. This source is
probably a smaller AS and has the largest average path length.
One can see that at around 380 relay nodes, there is a sharp drop
in the average path length; this is probably due to the fact that
our algorithm looks at vertex cuts, and relay nodes that were set
in previous rounds can become very effective later.
While Fig. 5 depicts the actual average path length for the

selected source ASs, Fig. 6 presents the improvement in the
average path length per each source. Here, per source, we
plotted the percentage of the average path length improvement
(out of the maximal possible improvement for this source).
One can see, for example, that in order to get, say, 80% of the
improvement, only 80–250 (depending on the actual source)
relay nodes are required for 10 out of the 12 tested ASs. Note
that since this normalized presentation reflects different aspects
of the behavior, the order of the colored line (in both graphs,
the same color is associated with the same source) is different
in Fig. 6 and in Fig. 5.

B. TCP Throughput

Using overlay routing to improve TCP performance has been
studied in several works in recent years [1], [7]. In particular,
the TCP protocol is sensitive to delay, and there is a strict cor-
relation between TCP throughput and the RTT. Thus, it may
be beneficial to break high-latency TCP connections into a few
concatenated low-latency subconnections. In this case, the set
of relay nodes is used as subconnection endpoints, and the ob-
jective is to bound the RTT of each one of these subconnections.
For instance, assuming that each link in the network depicted in
Fig. 7 has a similar latency, the TCP connection between and
can be broken using the relay node located in into two sub-

connections (between and , and between and ) reducing
the maximum RTT of the connection (although the total length
is increased).
With respect to theORRA problem, given a network topology,

represented as a graph , a path is an underlying

Fig. 7. Breaking a TCP connection into two subconnections reducing the max-
imum RTT.

routing path if and only if it is a valid routing path (i.e., it is
derived from the network routing scheme) and the RTT associ-
ated with this path does not exceed a predefined value
determining maximum RTT allowed for each subconnection. In
general, any concatenation of underlying paths is a valid overlay
path (ensuring that the RTT of each subconnection along the
path does not exceed ), but one may consider a more
strict overlay routing scheme, e.g., along shortest paths. Sim-
ilar to the BGP case study, given a graph , a set of
underlying paths (that is derived from the maximum RTT
and the network routing scheme), we generated a new ORRA
instance such that each underlay path in the original instance is
represented by an edge in the transformed instance. The edge
endpoints are the path endpoints, and the edge length is the path
length. The set of underlying paths in the new instance contains
all the paths containing a single edge (representing an under-
lying path in the original instance), and the set of overlay paths
is the set of shortest paths with respect to the edge length. Again,
every feasible solution in the original instance induces a feasible
solution (with the same cost) in the transformed instance (and
vice versa), and finding a minimal Overlay Vertex Cut with re-
spect to a pair corresponds to finding a minimal Vertex
Cut between them.
1) Experimental Evaluation: We simulated the TCP scenario

using random graphs (i.e., a graph in which a pair of nodes
is connected randomly with an equal independent probability)
containing 1000 nodes with equal weight. While the RTT de-
pends, among other things, on the routing distance, we have con-
sidered the case where most of the delay is contributed equiv-
alently by the network nodes. Thus, the maximum RTT is de-
fined by the path length in hops. Considering a single source
serving the entire network, the set of vertices contains all the
pairs from a single random source to the rest of the network
(thus ).
The value of has a critical affect on the relay node

deployment, and when the RTT increases, more connections can
be directly connected (without relay nodes) using the underlay
routing paths. In our simulations, while on average 43 relay
nodes were required for , only 13 node were
needed for and five for (see Fig. 8).
Starting from , less than one node was required
(not shown).
Figs. 9–11 depict the number of covered connections (i.e.,

connections that do not exceed the maximum RTT) versus the
number of relay nodes for different values of (each
graph contains five independent results over five different
random graphs with the same parameters). Similar to the BGP
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Fig. 8. Algorithm coverage for different RTT values.

Fig. 9. Covered connections versus number of relay nodes, .

Fig. 10. Covered connections versus number of relay nodes, .

scenario, it may be worthwhile to reduce the number of relay
nodes (while gaining less than optimal improvement). The
value for (no relay nodes) reflects the number of the
paths that (originally without adding relay node) satisfy the hop
restriction. Thus, for , 15% of the connections are
directly covered without any relay node, and 43 relay nodes are
required to cover the all the connections, deploying 10 relay
nodes can cover more than 80% of the connections, and 15 relay
nodes can cover more than 90%. For , a set of
four relay nodes increases the covered connections from 70%
to 95%.
Since the performance of the algorithm is tightly coupled with

the size of the Overlay Vertex Cut, increasing the value of the
maximumRTT increases the average cut size.While the average
cut size for is two, indicating that the approxima-
tion ratio in the case is bounded by two, it is increased to 2.2

Fig. 11. Covered connections versus number of relay nodes, .

Fig. 12. Algorithm average cut size for different RTT values.

and 3.25 for and , respectively (see
Fig. 12).

C. Bounded Delay in Peer-to-Peer Overlay Networks

While shortest path is a common routing scheme, it may
not optimize the routing delay between network clients. In
this case, the service of delay sensitive applications may be
harmed. VoIP, for example, is a network technology that uses
the Internet to carry voice signals. VoIP applications such as
Skype, Google Talk, and others are becoming more and more
popular offering IP telephone services for free. By its nature,
the quality of VoIP calls is sensitive to network delay, and a
considerable amount of effort is put in, in order to reduce the
delay between clients in order to achieve better quality. In
particular, while a one-way delay of 150 ms is noticeable by
most users but in most cases is acceptable, a one-way delay
over 400 ms is unacceptable [29]. In peer-to-peer overlay
networks, routing is normally done using the underlying IP
routing scheme, however one can use our overlay routing
scheme to improve end-to-end latency. For example, one may
perform routing via bounded delay paths despite the underlying
shortest-path routing scheme; in this way, routing will be done
using overlay nodes along paths where the overall delay is no
more than say 200 ms if such a path exists, and otherwise along
a path with the minimal possible delay.
With respect to theORRA problem, given a network topology,

represented as a graph with a length and a delay
functions , and , the set of
underlying paths is derived from the shortest paths imposed
by , and the set of overlay paths is derived from the paths
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Fig. 13. Algorithm performance, delay threshold scenario.

Fig. 14. Approximation bound, delay threshold scenario.

whose delay is smaller or equal to a predefine threshold if
such a path exists, and along a path with the minimal possible
delay otherwise.
We simulated such a peer-to-peer overlay scenario using a

random graph (i.e., a pair of nodes is connected randomly with
an equal independent probability ) containing 1000 nodes.
The length of each edge is equal to one (namely, the under-
laying routing scheme is a minimum hop count), and the delay
of each edge is proportional to Euclidean distance between
the random locations of the two points. We examine the per-
formance of the algorithm for different values of threshold.5

The set of source–destination pairs consists of all the possible
pairs between any two points in a random subset of vertices

(namely , representing
an application that serves a subset of the network clients. For
each threshold value, we have executed the algorithm over
10 random sets of 190 pairs (i.e., ), and we presented
the average value.
As may be expected, when the delay is required to be as

small as possible (threshold 0), a substantial number of relay
nodes are required (see Fig. 13). However, when the require-
ment is relaxed, the number of required relay nodes drops, and
only 20 relay nodes are required to keep the delay below a nor-
malized value of 0.5 (in the tested environment). In Fig. 14,
we depicted the size of the Overlay Vertex Cut as a function of
the desired threshold (recall that the size of the Overlay Vertex

5We have normalized the delay threshold by the maximum delay in the graph,
namely the threshold values are between 0 reflecting the minimum delay and 1
reflecting the maximum delay.

Cut is a bound on approximation ratio of our algorithm). When
the delay threshold increases, the size of the Overlay Vertex
Cut also increases since there are more vertices that satisfy the
delay requirements between each pair of nodes in each iteration.
However, at some point, the threshold becomes big enough, and
achieving the required delay becomes trivial (even without relay
nodes), and thus the size of the cut decreases.

VI. CONCLUSION

While using overlay routing to improve network performance
was studied in the past by many works both practical and the-
oretical, very few of them consider the cost associated with
the deployment of overlay infrastructure. In this paper, we ad-
dressed this fundamental problem developing an approximation
algorithm to the problem. Rather than considering a customized
algorithm for a specific application or scenario, we suggested a
general framework that fits a large set of overlay applications.
Considering three different practical scenarios, we evaluated the
performance of the algorithm, showing that in practice the algo-
rithm provides close-to-optimal results.
Many issues are left for further research. One interesting di-

rection is an analytical study of the vertex cut used in the algo-
rithm. It would be interesting to find properties of the underlay
and overlay routing that assure a bound on the size of the cut. It
would be also interesting to study the performance of our frame-
work for other routing scenarios and to study issues related to
actual implementation of the scheme.
In particular, the connection between the cost in terms of

establishing overlay nodes and the benefit in terms of perfor-
mance gain achieved due to the improved routing is not trivial,
and it is interesting to investigate it. The business relationship
between the different players in the various use cases is com-
plex, and thus it is important to study the economical aspects of
the scheme as well. For example, the one-to-many BGP routing
scheme can be used by a large content provider in order to im-
prove the user experience of its customers. The VoIP scheme
can be used by VoIP services (such as Skype) to improve call
quality of their customers. In both these cases, the exact trans-
lation of the service performance gain into actual revenue is not
clear and can benefit from further research.
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